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Storaska to Talk

line

To 'Girls Only'

For 55 Students

DR. McINNES
Talks on Vietnam

Dr. Mclnnes
Stresses 'Do,'
Instead of 'Talk'
Dr. George Mclnnes, Augusta
surgeon and diagnostician, visited the college Wednesday and
addressed an audience of over
100 students at a special coffee
hour in Mrs. Bryant's Kitchen
at 9:30 a.m. His remarks dealt
with his experiences during six
months he spent as a volunteer
doctor in South Veit Nam.
A 1940 graduate of Medical
College of South Carolina, he
completed his residency in surgery at Medical College of Georgia in 1947, accepted a threeyear fellowship to study at
Memorial Center, New York,
and began his practice in 1951.
In 1960, at the request of the
United Presbyterian Church, he
spent a year in Thailand building and maintaining a hospital.
In 1965 at the request of the
U. S. State Depaprtment, he
spent six months as chief surgeon at a civilian hospital in
Da Nag, South Vietnam. During this period, he supervised
the treatment of 10,300 surgical cases, beginning at 8 a.m.
and continuing through the early evening hours.
Commenting briefly on the

THE EAGLE

Dear Editor,
1 couldn't help but notice how
well the Student Congress dance
was handled the other night.
There was drinking, as always,
but it seemed to be under fairly
good control. The band was good
too, perhaps we should bring
them back.
As usual the gymnasium was
a mess after everyone had left.
Soft drink cups and a fairly
thick layer of grit covered the
floor. There wasn't a particularly
large number of volunteers to
help clean up. Two of the few
were the first and second vicepresidents of Student Congress,
who certainly by this time, deserved a rest after the work
they put in to plan and manage
the activity.
Thanks Robin, Thanks Larry!
m The Eagle

Approximately 40 students
have been placed on social 'probation and 15 denied permission to re-enter the college for
housing units and drinking, according to Dr. Ralph K. Tyson,
dean of students.
Dr. Tyson said that some 200
students were interviewed in the
course of the investigation and
that administrative findings reduced the number to a core of
15 leaders. "We think the trouble was handled well," he said,
"in keeping with the interests
of the college, community, and
the involved students themselves."
He added that final policy
was not formulated until Christmas vacation when administrators had adequate time to consider disciplinary measures.
Commenting on the behavior
of the involved students, one
administrative source,,said, "We
like to be open-minded, but
there's a line between being
open-minded and being decent."

'Reflector' Meets
Deadline, Holds
Layout Seminar
The first "Reflector" deadline
has been met, according to Leland Rogers, editor.
One hundred pages consisting
of faculty, classes and advertisements were needed to meet the
Dec. 6 deadline. Because faculty
and class pictures were late,
only 60 pages were sent in,
Rogers said.
The remaining pages were
sent in last week, he added.
Taylor
Publishing Company
considered this shipment as
meeting the deadline.
Hd Jones, Taylor Publishing
Company representative, conducted a workshop on layout
and design Dec. 4 for all staff
members. The members got new
ideas for a better yearbook,
commented the editor.

STORASKA
To Lecture on Assaults

By Sandra Hartness
Staff Writer
"The Prevention of Assaulta
on Women" is the topic of a
"Girls Only" lecture to be presented here by Frederic Storaska, Jan. 17.
Storaska, a graduate of North
Carolina State University majoring in criminal psychology,
holds a Black Belt in Karate
and brown belts in Judo and
Jiu Jitsu. He has trained policemen, U. S. Treasury agents,
members of the SBI and FBI,

'Simple' Vandalism Hits Cone Hall
By ROBERT SESSIONS
Organizations Editor
Cone Hall was the object of
extensive damage Jan 4, according to Mrs. Leoda Goudelock,
house director.
An undetermined number of
vandals entered the recreation
room of Cone Hall some time
between 12:30 a.m. - 6:30 a.m.
where they destroyed recreation facilities there. The television was thrown out the side
door of the dorm and a clock
was torn from its place on the
wall.
Four lamps were completely
destroyed and the ping pong
tables, as well as the ping pong
equipment, were torn apart.
Other damage included the removal of some vital parts of
a washing machine, the placing of a chair in one of the
dryers, a fire extenguisher in
a washing machine, and irons
and ironing boards in the shower stall of the first floor.
"To me it appears to be a
very simple act of vandalism,"
said Dean Ralph K. Tyson. "It
is extremely regretable when
people act in such an irresponsible manner."
Dean of Men, Harold Maguire reiterated Tyson's views
when he remarked, "I would
hope that in the future, men of
Cone Hall, as well as the men
of other dorms, will take more

pride in their residence hall so
that this type of malicious vandalism would not reoccur."
Dean Maguire has been talking with residents of Cone Hall
in order to try and determine
the source of the destruction.
Eddie Nix, president of Cone
Hall student council said, "We
regret that such an incident occurred. We only hope that whoever was responsible will be
caught and justly punished."

Construction Is
Delayed; Road

Highway Patrol and Armed
Forces.
Storaska has now lectured to
over 22,000 coeds at 31 colleges
and universities throughout N.
C, Virginia, Maryland
and
Washington, D. C.
His program is designed to
demonstrate the fundamentals
of self-defense emphasizing prevention and how to cope psychologically with the assault
problem.
Recalling an assault incident
involving a girl who was confronted several hours after attending his lecture, Storaska
commented: "By having a bet-ter understanding of the assault
interaction, the girl was able
to remain relatively stable enabling her to recognize and take
advantage of several plus factors in her environment.
Dale H. Gramley, president
of Salem College, remarked, I
have hadd many comments
from students who report they
feel much more secure personally than they did previously.
Certainly your three lectures
prepared them psychologically
Continued on Page 3

Joyner Gives

Changes Route
The access road, presently
under construction, which will
connect the Dorman, Olliff and
Winburn Hall parking lot with
the Pembroke Highway, will enter the lot so as to fine up
with Forest Drive, which runs
alongside Winburn Hall, according to President Zach S. Henderson.
Construction has been delayed, he added, due to inclement
weather.
The change in plans, he explained, was to line up the entrances to the lot and result in
less congestion than having entrances on all sides of the parking area.

Final Figures
Final registration figures have
been re'eased by Lloyd Joyner,
registrar. A total of 3735 students have enrolled for winter
quarter.
The breakdown of enrollment
is: freshman, 499 men and 701
women, total 1200; sophomores,
426 men and 485 women, total
911; juniors, 414 men and 364
women, total 808; seniors, 332
men and 275 women, total 607;
unclassified, four women; post
baccaulaureate, 17 men and 1'
women, total 29; graduates, 8:
men and 95 women, total 176

Staff members have planned
a new format of presentation
which is completely different
from other books.
Mat finish paper will also be
used this year, and the new
cover is already in production.
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LIFE OF LEISURE
g Richard Vail, instructor of art, relaxes in one piece of his handcarved furniture exhibition in the
| annual Faculty Art Exhibition, presently on display in the Rosenwald Library. The exhibit features a variety of media with a large number of faculty contributors. It will run through Jan. 17.

Campus' Swingin' Nun Keeps Active Schedule
Finds Her Dual Role Presents a Challenge
New students stare and ask,
"Who is she? What is she doing on campus?" Older students smile at their questions
and answer, "That's Sister Mary
Paul Schweitzer, our campus
nun!"

Analyzes Problems
Sister Mary Paul will then
spend her life working with people. While attending classes, she
has an early opportunity to analyze student attitudes and current problems.

Students who have come to
know Sister Mary Paul feel that
no campus is complete without
a nun, and that her gracious
smile and sincere warmth certainly add grace to the college.

Besides teaching religious education at the local Catholic
church, Sister Mary Paul conducts marriage counseling sessions and expresses concern with
affairs of the community. She
and other sisters often serve as
a link between families and the
New Order
Sister Mary Paul is one of 100 welfare service. They also assisters of the Glenmary Order sist at the local hospital.
that was established in 1942.
This Catholic group is one of
Active Interest
the few American-founded ord- . Sister Mary Paul takes an
ers and also one of the more active interest in all forms of
modern ones. The sisters follow religion on campus. She is a
the basic rules of life—poverty, member of the Newman Center
chastity and obedience, but they and has lectured on the "New
have formed their own constitu- Morality" to the Wesley Foundtion. The order has combined ation and has also presented the
old traditions with new ideas.
-..
mi »' ;
..'~3PPIf
They have even abandoned the movie "Abandon Ship," a film
ISli,-,
traditional long habits for short- concerned with the subjective |
er gray skirts and an options' elements of morality. She feels gSSm&Wwhite blouse.
st ff
QUIET LAKESIDE STUDY
° mes<»-Ron Mo»h™
Moments of Peace are Rare . . . Study Habits Must Conform

™ (Seori5e~Arme
E

Feature
Friday, January 13, 1967
What is Sister Mary Paul doing on campus? First, she is
working towards her AB degree in sociology. After obtaining her degree she plans to
work on her masters. She says
that she can be of much greater service with a sociology degree.

Page 2

that students should be aware
of the trends in religion in order
to have a proper basis for comparison.
Does she feel that she is
leading a divided life as a nun
and a student? Sister Mary answers that she is attending college so that she may be of

greater service to students and greater understanding between
community. She has decided to Protestant and Catholic religserve God by being a nun. Her ions.
life as a student-nun is dual in
Religion is a big question on
purpose—to serve God as well
any campus. Sister Mary Paul
as His children.
feels that organized religion on
Bridge the Gap
the GSC campus is weak, but
Sister Mary's immediate goal that the majority of the students
is to bridge the gap between are very concerned with their
the various religious groups on relationship to God. She finds
campus. Many students, she that niany students attend difsays, have fixed ideas about ferent churches in search of
Catholic doctrines and the role self-identification and spiritual
of the Catholic nun. Sister Mary fulfillment. College, she conPaul is always ready to answer questions about her church tinues, seems to be a questionand order. By answering ques- ing period for most students.
tions, she hopes to establish a Set values and traditional ideas
are challenged by classmates
and professors. At this time in
a student's life the advice of
parents is often misunderstood
and unappreciated. She realizes
that most students must face
this period in their lives alone.
Purest Form
Although a student may not
be attending church each Sunday, Sister Mary feels that he
is experiencing a very special
relationship with God, this being religion in its purest form.
New students are not on campus very long before they meet
the "strange lady in gray."
Sister Mary Paul has become
an integral part of the college
—the campus nun.

Story
By
KAREN
FLESCH
". . . AND THEN HE SAID"
'SwingiiV iiun Enjoys Bull Session in Snack Bar

Feature
Editor

CAN I MAKE IT'
Sister Mary Hurries
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Ninety-four Named

Mclnnes

To Fall Dean's List

,.

Ninety-four students have been
named to the fall quarter Dean's
list, according to Registrar
Llcyd Joyner and Paul F. Carroll, academic dean. They are:
4.3
Maricn C. Gocdrum, Poggy
Sandra Page.
4.1
Elizabeth Bargercn, Bernice
Bottoms, Pattie Elaine Brooks,
Nancy Beth Flynt, Emily Ann
Harrell, Horace W. Harrell,
Ronald Wayne Slocomb, Frances Gates Smith, Patricia Luretha Thompscn, Judy Jewel Vickery.
4.0
Lynn Stewart Anderson, Eunice Julie Banks, Cary Edward
Bankston, Norris Bazemore,
Beryl Kay Bennett, Penny Lynn
Booth, Evelyn Marie Brown,
David L. Cavender, Cynthia Diane Ccrr, Jane Elizabeth Dukes, William Claud Duren, Marjorie Helen Ginn, Lee M. Girardeau, Clyde Leonard Goodrich,
Harriet Griffin, Jackie Jet Harville, Judith Ann Hobart.
Also Janice Cardell James,
Jacqueline Johnson, Ottis Kermit Lord, Harry Gerard Mason,
Ruth Burch Meeks, Mary K.
Mendenhall, Brenda K. Ogletree, Sammy Ray Page, Pauline
Purcell, William Henry Rabun,
Pamela E. Redmond, Ladonna
E. Rogers, Cheryl Lee Stevenson, Hannah Lola Teague, Brenda Faye Woodard, Jeanie Carol
Yawn.
3.9
Purvis Eric Brannen, Diana
Clarie Gulley, Carole Jane King,
Sara Ann Mitchell.

Continued from Page 1

3.8
Hazel Bazemore, Barbara Bishop, Margie Bcylcs, Dianne
Branch, Vickie Mas Cleveland,
Robert E. Col", Sr., Shirley Collins, Marie Louise Ewing, Zoltan And.cw Parkas, Charles Elliott Georgs, Robert Wilson
Grant, F.ddie Griffin, C'.aire Halpern. Mary Barbara Harrison,
Edwin Lamar H:ad, Warren
William Heyman Virginia K.
Holland, Char'o-, D. Johnson,
Linda S. Kennedy, Ann'c Ruth
Kessler, Sherry Kaye Knight,
Sybil Raulerscn Lee, Dianns
Elizabeth Long, Barbara J. McEaching.

Dimes Campaign

Registrar Releases
Flunk-Out Figures

"A student is dismissed if
One hundred fifteen students
military effort, currently un- were dismissed from school af- (1) he fails to pass five hours
derway in Southeast Asia, Dr. ter fall quarter failure to meet of academic work in a quarMclnnes said, "T h e military acedemic standards. An addi- ter, (2) if while on probation,
activity is vital, its protection is tional 199 students were plac- he fails to pass 10 academic
essential if we are to help the ed on probation, and 57 stu- hours in a quarter, or (3) if
people."
dents on extended academic pro- he is on probation two quarters
bation, according to Registrar and fails to remove himself
from probation during the se"It's difficult though," he Lloyd Joyner.
cond probational quarter.
According
to
the
college
catadded, "for a Vietnamese far
mer to plow a field while bul- lalog,"a student -who earns cre"Students ineligible at the end
lets are flying in the air over- dit for fewer than 10 hours (exhead. Nine times as many civi clusive of physical education of the spring quarter for admisHans are wounded in the war activity) in any quarter is plac- sion for the fall quarter may
ed on scholastic probation. This remove ineligibility by (1) enthan soldiers."
"It takes a special kind of probation continues until the stu- rolling for 15 hours in the sumperson to work in VietNam," he dent passes 15 quarter hours mer quarter, and (2) passing
said. "Most people read about during a quarter with a 'C or 15 quarter hours with a grade
it, think about it, and even pray better average in at least 10 of 'C or better in at least 10
hours.
about it, but when it comes to hours.
touching something dirty and
"An ineligible student canreally getting involved. . .that's
not re-establish eligibility or
something else."
make progress toward a deAs far as helping the Vietgree by earning credits elsenamese is concerned, he conwhere during his period of entinued, "the answer is contact,
eligibility at Georgia Southern ]
touching people . . . you have
to show them you're a nice guy Dean of Students Ralph K. College.
. . . not just tell them."
Tyson has recently received a
Recalling an incident during comlimentary copy of the final
"A student dismissed under his stay, Dr. Mclnnes illustrat- report on a study of the free- these regulations may apply for
ed his point that work is the dom of expression on college readmission after an adsence of
best communication which can campuses throughout the coun- one quarter (exclusive of sumbe established between volunte- try.
mer quarter.) If readmission is
er workers and the Vietnamese. The book, "The American approved by the admissions
"One of my operating room as- Student's Freedom of Expres- committee, the student is placsistants was a Viet Cong. I was sion--A Reasearch Appraisal" ed on scholastic probation and
frequently asked about this but is the result of an extensive governing probation."
I knew that if we stayed to research and survey project by
gether long enough either what E.G. Williamson, dean of stuhe had would rub off on me or dents of the University of Minnwhat I had would rub off on esota, and John L. Cowan of
him."
the Student Life Studies Office
Continued from Page 1
After his address, which was of the University of Minnesota,
illustrated with a series of col- conducted on more than 800 for any difficult situation in
which they might find themor slides, he answered questions campuses.
from the audience. In reply to The book was given to Dr. selves now or in the years aone quiery he remarked, "Yes, Tyson with the compliments of head."
Mr. Storaska will lecture to
we're definitely winning the war the National Association of Stuin Viet Nam. This is not to say dent Personnel Administraors, freshmen girls at 7 p.rn. in Mcthat the area is militarily se- the Edward W. Hazen Founda- Croan Auditorium Jan. 17th and
cure, but we're learning by the tion, the authors, and the Uni- to upperclassmen girls at 8 p.m.
According to the Director of
experience. We need to know versity of Minnesota Press, in
how to cope with these pro- appreciation for the contribu- Student activities, "Members
blems since Viet Nam is only tion made by the Office of Stu- of the administration and the
a sample of what's going to hap- dent Personnel to the "Study faculty will not be permitted
pen in many places through- of Student Expression on Con- to attend the lectures at the
request of Mr. Soraska."
out the world."
troversial Social Issues.''

Tyson Receives
'Fredom' Book

Also Edward W. Mitchell,
Margaret Ann Neal, Lawrence
George Olsen, John Vick Page,
Patricia Jane Pitts, Vanderver
Raymond Pool, Robert Lee Porter, Natalie A. Sanders, William
D. Settles, Carrol Yvonne Smith,
Cheryl Joy Sorrow, Robert James Stapleton, Grable Darrell
Stephens, Judy Edna Stevens,
Mildred Faye Stringer, Brenda
Gail Wasden, Linda Faye Watson, Kristina Williams, Betty
Ann Willis, Harold Lemar
Wright, Geraldine Wu.

They Check ID's

Sheriff J. Paul Nevil, in conimction with the G.B.I, and the
Chamber of Corirmerce, has reo-asted that college students
vbhing to purchase merchandise by check in the City of
Statesboro must bring proper
identification.
"We have had a great amount
of trouble with forgery and with
people writing down a college
address when they do not actually live there," said Nevil.
Proper identification would inDelta Phi Alpha fraternity is clude I.D. cards or drivers licplanning a March of Dimes enses.
drive, beginning Jan. 18, according to Richard McBride, president.
The drive is to take the form
of a "Circle of Dimes." The
dimes collected by DPA fraternity brothers will be taped
to the sidewalk in a line to extend from the steps of the Williams Center to
Sweetheart
Circle.
The drive is to last for three
days, Jan. 18-21. The money
collected will be sent to the
March of Dimes headquaters in
Bulloch County to be used in
the association's fight against
birth defects.
According to McBride, last
year's campaign, which lasted
for only one day, was very successful, "therefore this years
drive should be even more successful."

DPA to Conduct

... Self Defense

*Doaken,'&
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Seafood Center of the South

—LOST—
BROWN
TRENCHCOAT
IN
HOLLIS 106
A REWARD IS
OFFERED
Call
GILBERT
WERMUTH
211 East
DORMAN HALL
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One tfo&ct ?>lace ta £at
35 Miles East of Statesboro

on Highway 80 at Jenks Bridge

Open Six Days A Week
Closed On Monday
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Editorials

Seniority Means
Privileges Due,
Even in College

'LESTUH'
Georgia now has a governor, at least some people say so. Tuesday night's Maddox victory marked
the culmination of perhaps the two most unusual
months in the history of Georgia politics.

By CINDY CARSON
Managing Editor

Contrary to the beliefs of many observers the
election of Lester Maddox does not mean the end of
the world. The fate of the state of Georgia, however,
may prove to be another story.
The most optimistic thought in our minds is
that at least the new governor will be watched. No
one will trust the man who accuses a constintuent
of bribery one minute, and appoints him to a major
party position the next.
The inauguration is a sad anti-climax. It's certainly a shame to have kept the event from resembling closely a major presidential inaugural during
the 19th century. Many Maddox supporters will
undoubtedly feel quite deprived, not being able to
ride into Atlanta on the Interstate Freeways in
their covered wagons to witness the event.

The senior class in college has
always been admired by underclassmen and membership in
this class has been cherished by
all who have had a taste of
freshman life. This feeling is
not without cause, for it takes
a great deal of hard work, time,
and Derseverence to achieve the
title of "senior."
Students who
achieve senior
status should be
rewarded with
You know, the main thing I don't like about
certain privilethis school is the fact that the administration
I ges,
one
of
j which should be
and house directors don't treat us like
the right to regadults."
ister before othj er classes.
MUST FIGHT
Instead of beCARSON
ing granted this simple privilege, seniors at GSC have to
fight the mobs for time cards,
with the same chance as a first
quarter freshman for receiving
an early registration time. Quite
Monday. Some unknown enter- often, a late-registering senior
By RON MAYHEW
prising individuall decided to' finds himself closed out of a
Editor
leave an ignited piece of fire- course which he must take at
Two of the funniest things works in the corridor.
that time in order to meet rehappened during the past 10
quirement for graduation.
days, funny if you happen to
have an awfully perverted sense
The result was a huge success.
On drop-add day, the instrucof humor.
An explosion was heard through- tor cf that course is forced to
out the building and bedlam tako the student into an already
The first incident took place in resulted. One girl enjoyed the
Cone Hall last week. A group of show so much that she went overcrowded class, thus causconstructive young gentlemen into a state of shock. It seems ing the class to become larger
took it upon the explosion was right under than is desirable for effective
§ themselves t o her feet.
teaching. In seme cases, an un] rearrange a 11
derclassman is forced to drop
j the recreation
Perhaps the benevolent soul the course to make room for the
[facilities in the who set it off was among the senior, thus causing more "red
I dormitory. This crowd who stood around the tape" than shou'd be necessary.
! included mutila- girl as onlookers tried to comtion of ping fort her. Hopefully he enjoyed
EARLY BIRDS
pong
equip- being able to see first hand the
ment, destruc- fruits of his labors, watching as,
It would seem desirable to detion of applian- still crying, she was carried to vise a system whereby seniors
ces and furni- the Health Cottage.
would be allowed to register beMAYHEW
ture, and tossing a television set out a winPractical jokes are hilarious fore the other classes. Perhaps
dow.
things...they really make people the drawing of time cards could
laugh. It's interesting to specu- be arranged so that seniors
This writer would venture to late, however, about a mind could draw at a certain time of
say that the same individuals that could conceive such a prank the day from a box that containwho performed this wonderful knowing what could so easily ed only times between 8 and 11,
act Of service to the campus result from it.
for example. When the hours for
are probably among the growAn administrative source is senior drawing passed, the reing number who consistently quoted on the front page of maining early cards would be
yelp each time a new adminis- this issue as drawing a line placed in the boxes with later
trative policy is formulated. between open-mindedness and cards for underclassmen to
"Why do they treat us like decency. In regard to these two draw.
events; the point is well taken.
children?" they ask?
WHY NOT MAIL?
I submit we should stop treatThe second exciting episode
in this action-packed story took ing individuals like children...
Another plan would be the
place in the Williams Center and start treating them like animals.
mailing of time cards by registion officials. The cards would
be assigned alphabetically acTHE
cording to classification or at
random within each class.

The Funniest Thing Happened;

DR. McINNES
An Augusta physician visited the college Wednesday and addressed more than 100 students at
a special coffee held at Mrs. Bryant's Kitchen.
The man's name was Dr. George Mclnnes, a
doctor who gave up six months of his medical practice to manage a hospital in Danang, Vietnam. He
is the embodiment of the philosophy he advocates
. . . doing something about a problem rather than
talking about it and doing nothing.
Consistent with his philosophy he does not believe in purging anti-war demonstrators. This is a
"natural thing," he said, "although I believe much
of their action is based on misinformation."
It's certainly refreshing to hear such a guest,
one who acts and doesn't sit back and talk not
wanting to squelch his opposition by the same tactices they themselves employ.

A STRETCHER PLEASE
It was again apparent this week that despite
an enrollment of well over 300 students, the college
isn't prepared to cope with relatively small emergencies.
When a student is injured, or otherwise unfit to
walk, the only approved means of transporting him,
ihort of calling an ambulance service, is the campus
security truck. Should the student be in condition
to where he must be kept lying down, an ambulance
would have to be called, since the truck only has a
front seat. Speculation as to how long an ambulance
would take to arrive does not bring optimistic apunauthorized use of vehicles.
According to administrative sources, a Board
of Regents ruling does not permit any other type
of vehicle to be used as a college-owned means of
transportation. Such-a ruling is supposed to prevent
unauthorized use of venhicles.
We urge, however, consideration of using a station wagon, equipped with first aid equipment and
stretcher. Certainly the remote rossibility of unauthorized use should not outweigh that of making
preparations for emergencies. We should not have
to wait for a serious em .gency before establishing
adequete means fcr handling one, little being acomplished by fastening the proverbial lock on the
stable after the horse is gone.

'Adults' Struck Twice, Ha Ha Ha

The opinions expressed
herein are those of the
student
writers
and
not necessarily those
of the' college admin
istration and facultv
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Entered os second class
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unde'
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Either of these plans would
eliminate much of the difficulty
in the drop-add procedure and
make less paper work for registration officials. Classes would
not become overcrowded as
quickly because of seniors who
need certain courses for graduation.
Not only would these plans
be more practical from the
viewpoint of making registration simpler and faster, but also
seniors would be extended one
of the privileges which are due
in every case of seniority.
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Editor
The Geor;:e-.'jine
Box 20k7G.S.C.
Statesboro, Ga. 301LC;C

Dear Editor,
Last school year, the cafeteria
opened for breakfast on class
days at 7 a.m. Classes started
at 8 a.m. That schedule allowed one hour for breakfast before a first period class.

it was fall quarter) to give
those who want it a chance at
a decent breakfast. Even this
additional time would be of little
use to the girls in dorms, because as regulations now stands,
girls cannot leave their dorms
before 6:45 a.m.

This year classes start at 7:30
a.m., but the cafeteria still
opens at 7 a.m. If a student is
first in line, and if the cafeteria opens on time, he has no
more than 30 minutes in which
to eat and get to class.

After a girl allows several
minutes as a safety margin before leaving the dorm, in case
her clock doesn't agree with
the dorm clock, by the time
she reaches the cafeteria it is
nearly 7 a.m.

If he happens to be near the
end of the line, which reaches
downstairs before the cafeteria
opens, he really has to scurry.
I like to start my day by enjoying my breakfast. Nowadays,
after I gulp down as much of
my breakfast as time permits
and then race my professor to
closs, my stomach meels upside
down and my brain inside out.
I think the cafeteria should
be opened at least by 6:45 (as

I can think of no reason why
girls should not be allowed to
leave the irdorms 15 minutes
before the cafeteria opens so
they will have time to catch
their breath before class.
Every student's daily routine
is dependent upon his class
schedule. Planning is poor and
incomplete when classes are
rescheduled without modifying
school services and regulations
so that students can attend
these classes.
ROGER HUDSON.
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Dear Garfunkel,
I hear that you attended a
party held for all the Maddox
supporters. Please tell me what
the women wore, and a little
about the party.
I. M. Instyle
Dear I. M.,
The women wore dresses
which were exquisitively fashioned from Bogue patterns no.
43. The material was of the
country's finest flour sacks.
The sunbonnets were elegantly
fashioned, except for the few
visible staples which held the
bonnets together. Complementing the fashionable attire were
bobby socks which were worn
rolled down to the ankles or
held up by rubber bands. The
guests wore brogans which had
been lightly polished for the
gala shindig. The party was a
memorable event, as the Maddox supporters discussed their
crops, political victory, and the
weather.
* * *
Dear Garfunkel,
Why doesn't someone fix the
Student Center door that has
been broken since last quarter?
Caint Git Inn
Caint,
The door cannot be fixed until the tape wears out, because
our budget won't allow such
needless wastes.
Dear Garfunkel,
When will the new gymnasium be built?
Wanna no Nooze
Dear Wanna,
" The new gym will be built
as soon as the trees in front

S? /N sZ>

of the Student Center grow up
enough to provide the lumber
needed.
* * *
Dear Garfunkel,
In last week's George-Anne, I
noticed that there was mention of the 1966 Homecoming.
It should have been the 1967
Homecoming. Please give me
an explanation for this error.
Whut Choo Know
Dear Whut,
Someone apparently felt that
the school hasn't progressed enough to enter 1967 yet.
* * *
Dear Garfunkel,
Why does it rain so much
here?
Gott Webbed Toze
Dear Toze,
Well, there is this witch doctor in the Health Cottage, who
keeps sending hexes to make
it rain so they can get rid of
the surplus of penicillin that
has been there several years.

'A Walk with Me
Then Walk Alone' Student Congress Needs
• •

Helpers, Especially You

life on West Point plantation
when the slaves worshipped
By ROBIN OLMSTEAD
within the chapel Walls. Just
Student Cong. 2nd Vice Pres.
sit down and listen.
I can remember my firnt day
And the oak trees. They can
tell you about life long before at Georgia Southern so well. It
the little grey chapel was even was two and one half years ago
that I started my college carbuilt.
eer. It's not really a very long
I wish you could sit with me time ago.
By BJ0RN KJERFVE
on the banks of Dunbar Creek
This school has grown a great
one evening and watch how day
deal' since 1964,
and I hepe I
The sinking sun glowed be- turns into night. So that we
have
grown
hind the palmtree. The sky was together could admire the sunwith it. Serving
all gold, gold. But it chang- set reflecting in the creek;
on the Student
ed. It was violet, then gray. watch the 'coon eagerly wash
Congress has
Everything was dark. Night had his paws down at the edge of
given me many
begun.
the water; foresee the seething
valuable experNo more you could see the life in the distant town; and
iences.
miles-long deserted beach, the feel the vastness of the peaceThe Congress
rolling
sand ful marshes.
office is located
And then perhaps the old
dunes, the slowin room 115 of
ly waving sea oaks will start telling their
OLMSTEAD the Student Cenoats, or the end- stories as the evening breeze
less ocean. But gently rustles through the mys- ter. It is a nice office but very
you could hear terious moss hanging down hard to find as it is almost hidthe wind's soft from their bumpy branches. den by the water fountain. We
whisper in your They might tell you about the would be most thankful if the
ears and feel Indians that used to live here; students would visit us for any
the damp mist what happened when the Span- reason, no matter how large or
gently caress- ish came; how Oglethorpe and small.
We are very interested in the
ing your cheeks the English took over; when
KJERFVE
bringing
mes- Ebo and his men proudly drown- problems of the school. There
ed themselves in the creek to is much we can do, and much
sage from distant places.
!
Open up your eyes. Look avoid slavery; or the oaks may we can't do, but we will always
around you. See the beauty tell, you about all the times I try if the problem is a genuine
everywhere. Come on, come on have come here to listen to one.
Georgia Southern College has
their tales.
... take a walk with me.
Thanks for walking with me. a great abundance of people
We don't have far to go. It's
just beyond the next bend. Look. I enjoyed it. You see, I just with good ideas and criticisms.
Here where the road crosses love to walk around on this The problem lies in that the mathe little stream I saw a crane island and on the wonderful jority of the students are not
pair last summer. They were Sea Island beach. Now, take heard.
a walk by yourself. Away you
not even afraid of me.
You may get together one
Oh, look here. This is the go.
night with your friends and talk
But please come back to my about all the things you like and
Pink Chapel. Not much is left
of it now; just a ruin. The beach...no, to our beach. I'll don't like about this campus.
old tabby walls can tell you be back. If you want to know You will probably come out with
stories, though. They have told when, just listen to the wind, many plans for the improveme many. They told me about listen to the wind, to the wind... ment of our campus. This is
(Ed. Note: Though his talents
are usually found on the sports
pages, Bjorn Kjerfve is the author of one of our regular editorial columns this week. His
remarks are based on personal
experiences, secluded walks on
St. Simons Island.)

tirie, but if you go no further
with your thoughts, then you
have wasted time. You as students and faculty must come to
the campus meetings and air
your ideas.
The students that don't care
are the problem. Do you like
the dances we have? Do you like
where we are having them? Are
the people that perform good
entertainers? What do you think
of the rules for men and women? Do you know how your
money is being spent? Would
you like a judiciary council?
Hew about a choice of white or
dark meat when chicken is served in the dining hall?
Just what do you want? What
are your needs? Let us know,
let someone know. Get interested in your school — help us to
better represent you.
Last December the Congress
sponsored carolling for the retarded children at Gracewood
Hospital. Two-hundred people

participated and it was one of
tin most worthwhile projects all
fa'I quarter.
Not many people took an interest in the carolling, but those
who did were well rewarded
that night when they saw the
, happy faces of local children as
tiny listened to the singing.
Last quarter there was also a
very bad turnout for class meetings to nominate officers. These
are events that students should
know about. The publicity is
slowly becoming beltor. So
won't you please take an interest?
Start going to basketball games and gym meets, go to Congress meetings, eat. a few meals
in our dining hall,
read the
newspaper and attend all the
activities you are able to this
homecoming.
Help us, and in so doing help
yourselves to grow during your
four years at college. Please
don't waste these precious days.
Time iust isn't that abundant.

Office of Placement and Student Aid
Interview Schedule
(All Interviews held in Williams Center)
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

17 — Belk-Hudson Co
17 — Thomasville City Schools
18 — J. C. Penny Co
18-19 — Fulton County Schools
18 — Army Medical Corps Specialist
23 — Bibb Manufacturing Co
24 — Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
25 — Union-Camp Corporation
26 — Goodyear Tire & Rubber
26 — Ralston Purina Co.

Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room
Room

104
111
104
111
114
104
104
104
104
111

Broucek, Adams
Present Recital
Dr. Sterling Adams, assistant
professor of music, and Dr. Jack
Broucek, professor of music,
will present a piano duet recital
Jan. 23 at 8:15 p.m. in the Recital Hall of the Music Building.
The concert will feature representative literature written exclusively for piano duets.
Dr. Broucek explained that
piano duets were popular during
the late 19th and 20th centuries. After this period, musicians
started using two pianos. The
piano duet features two pianists
at one piano.
The public is invited to attend
this concert.
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Duncan Reveals Schedule
For Homecoming Activities
Plans for 1967 Homecoming I name and a $2.00 entrance fee
have been announced by Larry to Larry Duncan.
Duncan, vice-president of Student Congress.
A Faculty-Student basketball
game will be held Wednesday
A coffee for Miss GSC contes- Jan. 25, in Hanner Gym. The
tants will be held on Tuesday game will be highlighted by
Jan. 24, at 7 p.m. at The Edge. cheerleaders for each team.
Nominations for Miss GSC contestants are open to all cam- On Jan. 26, a bonfire will
pus organizations. Organizations feature competition between
wishing to spnsor a condidate
should turn in the condidate's

the men and v/omen. Following
At 8:00 p.m., the Eagles will
the bonfire, a folk sing will be play the Tennessee Wesleyan
held in McCroan Auditorium. College Bulldogs in the annual
Homecoming Game. A dance
Displays will be judged on featuring Benny King will be
the morning of Friday, Jan. 27. held at the National Guard
The Beauty Review will be Armory during and after the
held Friday n'ght in McCroan game.
Auditorium. At 10 p.m. B.J.
Thomas will 1 e featured in a
The weekend activities will
concert in Hanner Gym.
end with campus church services in McCroan Auditorium
An information booth will be at 11 a.m. Sunday, Jan. 29.
operated by campus organizaIAT and Gamma Sigma Uptions, Saturday, Jan. 28. A bar- silon will sponsor a dance at
beque will be held in Sweet- the National Guard Armory,
heart Circle from 12:30 p.m. Jan. 28 from 8 p.m. until miduntil 1:30 p.m. Kappa Delti Chi night. The dance will feature
Transfer students are remind- will sponsor the annual Home- "The Outsiders". Admission will
be $1.50 per person.
ed by Dr. Starr Miller, chair- coming parade at 2:00 p.m.
man of the education division,
that it is necessary to be formally admitted to the Teacher
Education Program in order to
pursue the professional sequence in teacher education.
Many transfer students have
had, the first course in education
By BECKY SWINDELL
at another college. Those perStaff Writer
sons should see Dr. John Lindsey, teacher education programs
This week the inquiring reRoddy Michele, Soph., Groveassistant, immediately to make porter asked "What prominent land, Fla., "Bo" Calloway. I'd
application.
personality would you like to like to hear him speak on
see visit our campus and why"? "What I'd do if I were governor".
Spanish Club to Meet
Edwin Brantley, soph, VidaBeverly Thomas, Sen., CliThe first meeting of the Span- lia; Vince Dooley. I'm always
ish Club will be held Thurs- for the Ga. team and I had a max, Andy \/illiams-cause I
like him.
day, Jan. 19, at 7:30 p.m. in cousin who played there.
Room 107 of the Hollis Building.
Billy Finucan, Jr., Union, 5.
Patty Sehrader, Jr. LeesAll Spanish students and any C, G.eorge Wallace, cause I
burg, Fla., Steve Spurrier to licother students interested in the like what he stands for.
ture on "How to Succeed WithSpanish language are invited to
attend.
David MacArthur, Jr. Jack- out Really Trying."
sonville, Fla. Phyllis Diller to
speak on the topic of "PopuSandra McWhorter, Sr., Washlation Explosion".
ington, Gene Pittney, because
I think he's cool.
Curry Reed, Jr. Macon, Ann
Margaret to speak on her reBrad Hoyt, Fresh. Atlanta,
cent trip tp Viet Nam. She reSenator Richard B. Russell to
speak on "How to straighten
presents the young spirit in
out the political mess in GeorAmerica today.
gia"

Dr. Miller Warns
Transfer Student

Inquiring Reporter

Alynn Plaisted, Jr. Decatur,
James Brown because he's
Chairman of the Board.
Martha Ann Tidewell, Sr.,
Macon, One of the Righteous
Bros, cause the other would hav

This
pantie
s-t-r-e-t-c-h-e-s
3 times
its size
Never has so little done so much
for so many. That's because this
pantie of Nylon and Vyrene
Spandex stretches and stretches
until it becomes your exact size.
Then it firms, molds, trims in all
the right places. Choose average
leg $6.00 or long leg at $6.50.

little

T aiiny^/ Perma-Lift

OPEN ALL DAY EVERY WEDNESDAY

to come too and what a concert! !
Sharon Smith, Jr., Wrightsville, Leonard Berstein-because
I'm a music major.

FAMILY
DRIVE-IN

GEORGIA
THEATER
Trmrs.-Fri. 12-13
1

tlPTOHiS
EARS

MOOuCTIO.

A HOSS HUNTER Picdutton

LANA TURNER.
• '* .

Jimmy Abney, Sr. Tifton,
Bobby Kennedy to speak on his
viewpoints concerning integration.
Jean Strickland, Jr., Waycross, Red Skelton, to talk about "The Economic advantages of schizophrenia".

-Thurs.-Fri. 12-13

THE CITY THAT BECAME k TOUCH! "

Kl

Jody Melton, Jr. Woodbury,
Johnny Mathis, because he has
a terribly romantic voice.

ft?

TFnttiiinnt
no'
TECHNICOLOR*

THE

OSCAR

Amusement i
Center
Amusement
for

™£H
Sun. Tues. Jan. 15-17

College Got*

1

MASON 1^.
VampfOn fetter

Guys & Dolts

Mightiest Warrior-Emperor
Of All Time!

JM'S HAIR
STYUST

Wed. Jan. 18
TEENAGE PSYCHO
MEETS BLOODY MARY

Sun. Tues. Jan. 15-17
TOGETHER 2 SI2ZLERS

Wed Thus. Jan. 18-19

"Fbr Your Shopping Pleasure"

WI€«D WICKED WORLD
DOG EAT DOC

College Gote
Mesa
Phone 764-2121
^—'

Dormitories to Nominate
Best Dressed Contestants
Candidates for tfie 1967 Best
Dressed Coed Contest will be
nominated by dormitories; each
dormitory sponsoring two candidates. Entries may be turned in to the "George-Anne" office no later than 4 p.m. on
Jan. 13.
On Jan. 23 all candidates will
attend a coffee at 4 p.m. in
the lobby of Winburn Hall. At
this time, a board of judges
will select 10 finalists from the
group.
The board of judges consists
of; Dr. David Ruffin, professor
of English; Ric Mandes, director of ,ublic relations; Mrs.
Loris Lane, Winburn Hall house
director; Mrs. Jane Morgan,
Olliff Hall house director; Cindy
Carson, senior psychology major from Savannah and manag-

I ing editor of "George-Anne";
Ron Mayhew,, junior political
science major from Atlanta
and editor of "George- Anne";
Ann Vaughan, senior home economics major from Tifton and
former editor of "George-Anne"
Dr. Betty Lane, professor of
man of home economics division; Mrs. Adyle Hudgins, director of student activities; and
Mrs. Virginia Boger, dean of
women, and James Stapleton,
Student Congress president.
The board of judges will again meet in the lobby of Winburn Hall on Jan. 30 at 4 p.m.
to select one winner from the
ten finalists. For this meeting,
the contestant will wear sports
outfits.
Candidates appearing before

SOCIETY

Special Photo

NANCY MOCK

i

(fate

Gamma Sigma Upsilon elected new officers at the Jan. 9
Better to have tried to do meeting. The new slate includes:
something and failed, than to Bebe Blount, President; Elaine
have tried to do nothing and Tyre, vice president; Mary Ann
succeeded.
Anderson, secretary;
Judith
Johnson, treasurer; and Pat

cessories; (6) imagination in
managing a clothes budget; (7)
good grpoming-not just neat,
but impeccable; (8) clean, shiing, well-kept hair; (9)
use of makeup-enough to
pretty but not overdone;
good figure and beautiful
ture.

The winner will represent
Georgia Southern in "Glamour's" National Competition
Photographs of the winner will

!"Best Dressed Coeds" contest
will be featured in magazines
and advertisements acress the
country.
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Pape, parliamentarian.
Gamma Sigma Upsilon also
announced plans to join other
fraternities and sororities in
sponsoring a Homecoming dance
on Jan. 28.

Economists to Meet
The Economics Club will
hold its first meeting Of winter
quarter Monday, 7:30 p.m., in
Room-111 of the Williams Center, according to Pete Papadam,
president.

STATESBORO

By JANET HENRIKSEN

Buggy & Wagon Co.

Staff Writer

Wood's Barber Shop

God hath not promised
Skies ever blue
Flower strewn pathways
All our lives through;
God hath not promised
Sun without rain,
Joy without sorrow,
Peace without pain
God hath not promised
Smooth roads and wide,
Swift, easy travel,
Needing no guide;
God hath not promised
We shall not bear
Many a burden,
Many a care.
. But God hath promised
Strength for the day,
Rest amid labour,
Light for the way;
Grace for the trials,
Help from above,
Unfailing sympathy,
Undying love.
Miss Flint

"Your Head Is Our Business"

'Complete Line of Hardware'

We Specialize in Straightening & Styling
—UNIVERSITY—
—PLAZA—
•HAROLD •HENRY •TED

Located in Downtown Statesboro
1 Cowffcmd St.

764-3214

THE VARSITY SHOP at Donaldson-Ramsey
CANT SHIRTS
MANHATTAN
$3.95
to
85.00
$1.00

lo
$8;00

st.30
to

$ia<

NOW

$3.50

in the

NOW

$5.50

3 for $15.00

NOW

$6.50

3 for $18.00

%

off

. 25°° off

SWEATERS
VaU°
$20.00

25°

off

SUITS and SPORTCOATS
TRADITIONAL - VALUES to $69.95
GRIFFON
, CR1CKF.RTF.W

DRESS
TROUSERS

One Gionp of

\

Values to $45.00

VARS1TT

m

.. Save Now On Fine Quality Clothing For
The Young Man in DONALDSON-RAMSEY

fL\a«V»* Val. lo $25.00

*

VARSITY SHOP

Second Floor

3 for $30.00

1*0*011 ina««ir»nTn3-»~irT

TEEN
MAN
SHOP

JACKETS

3 ioi $10.00

$1*00 Mow $11.90
$20.00

BANLON
andVALOUR
Vo»9
SHIRTS

SUITS

5PORTCOATS WO
TS
ICTV SPORT
JA
5CVH»RTS All-Weather

SPOR

DRESS SH»R15>

COAT$

I

ft

OFF

MOD
SHIRTS
Values to $8.00

$4J0O

MOD
DUNGAJ JESS
Reg. Val. $6.5 / to $7.00

tt

JL? $100 w

THE VARSITY SHOP a* Donaldson-Ramsey
\4m0*0

deft
look
(10)
pos-

will select ten regional winners
from entries of colleges throughout tho United States. The winners of the magazine's annual

Gamma Sigs Name New Officers

1966 Best Dressed Coed Displays Fashion

type; (2) a workable wardrobe
plan; (3) a suitable look for
off-campus occasions; (5) incividuality in use of colors, ac-

be sent to "Glamour" magazine with an official entry blank,
to be judged by a panel of
"Glamour" editors "Glamour"

THE GEORGE-ANNE

Friday, January 13, 1967

the judging board will be judged on the basis of: (1) a clear
understanding of their fashion

i
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On Campus *&■«

Medallions to
Play At Dance

(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)

IT'S A NORTH WIND THAT BLOWS NO GOOD

Crushed between the twin millstones of January
weather and final exams, you are saved from total despair, poor devils, only by the knowledge that winter vacation will soon be here.
Where will you go this year? Will it be Florida again,
or are you tired of jails? Then how about Puerto Eico?
A most excellent notion, say I. A balmy and bounteous
island with long white beaches and blue, blue skies and
green, healing seas. And, most pleasant of all, the warm
and gracious people of Puerto Rico! You don't even have
to know Spanish to communicate with this friendly folk.
Just learn three simple phrases and you'll get along
splendidly: "Buenos dias" which means "Good morning,"
"Gracias" which means "Thank you," and "Que sera
sera" which means "Your llama is on my foot."
In order to help you enjoy the fabled land of Puerto
Rico it would be well for me to supply a bit of historical
background. (It would also be well for me to say a few
words about Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades because the makers of Personna Super Stainless Steel
Blades pay me to write this column and they are inclined
to sulk if I omit to mention their product. Of course, they
don't stay gloomy .long, for they are kindly, cheery men
fond of Morris dancing, spelling bees, and temperance
punch—fine, upright types, as true and gleaming and
durable as the blades they make. And if you've tried
Personna's, you know how true and gleaming and durable
that is! And if you haven't tried Personna's, poor devil,
you've cheated both your purse and face, for Personna's
last and last, shave after luxury shave, close, clean, nickless, hackless, tugless, gougeless, scratchless, matchless.
Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades come in Double
Edge or Injector style and are made only by the makers
of Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades.)
But I digress. Back to the history of Puerto Rico. The
island was discovered by that popular discoverer Christopher Columbus. Incidentally, considering Columbus'
popularity, it's odd we know so little about him. What do
we really know? Only this:
He was born in Genoa on August 25, 1451, the son of
Ralph T. Columbus, a knee-cymbal vendor, and Eleanor
(Swifty) Columbus, a low hurdler. He was an only child
except for his five brothers and eight sisters. From early
childhood he was an avid reader and spent all his waking
hours immersed in a book. Unfortunately, there was only
one book in Genoa at the time—Care of the Horse by
Aristotle—and after 18 years of reading Care of the
Horse, Columbus grew restless. When rumor- reached
him there was another book in Madrid, off he ran as fast
as his Ijttle fat legs would carry him.
Disappointment, alas, awaited him there. The only book
in Madrid was Cuidar un Cdballo, which proved to be nothing more than a Spanish translation of Care of the Horse.
Then one day Columbus heard from a traveller that
there were millions of books in India, and he was instantly ablaze to set sail. Off he ran on his little fat legs
to the court of Ferdinand and Isabella (Columbus, though
more than six feet tall, was plagued with little fat legs
all his life) and, as we alkknow, he persuaded the Spanish rulers to outfit him with three stout ships, the Flopsy,
the Mopsy, and the Cottontail, and the rest is history!

Special Photo

SWINGIN' MEDALLIONS
To Play at Theta Pi Omega Concert-Dance Jan. 13

European Studies
Offered to Students

Friday, Jan. 13, Theta Pi Omega service sorority will present
a dance featuring the Swingin'
Medallions. The dance will be
held from 8 p.m. to midnight
in the National Guard Armory
on Highway 301, north of Statesboro.
The Swingin' Medallions are
a group of eight vocalists and
musicians of national fame,
who have recorded several albums and single records. Among
their roster of recordings are
"Double Shot," "Barefootin,"
No) Satisfaction," "Hang on
Sloopy," and "She Drives Me
Outa My Mind."
Tickets are on sale in the
student center from members
of Theta Pi Omega.

SORRY ABOUT THAT
Due to a typographical
error the "George-Anne"
reported last week that
175 men and 1889 women
comprised the total enrollment of 3641 as of Jan. 4.
Though such a ratio might
be desirable for men on
campus, the addition of
the digit 2 makes the figure more realistic . . 1752
men and 1889 women, as
of last week.

courses in elementary, intermediate and advanced language,, as well as the history of
civilization, of the respective
country. Departures from New
country are being offered this York for the university of Paris
summer by the Educational
will be on June 30 for the first
Travel Association in coopera- session, and Ju'y 31 for the section with Air France.
ond. Departures for the University of Salzburg will be on July
Featured in the 17th annual 2 and August 2.
"Summer Session Abroad" proRcund trip economy class fare
gram are month-long terms at
either the Ecole Pratique de to Paris frcm New York via Air
France will be $526.30. To ViL'AlIiance Francaise in Paris or enna the same class fare will be
the University of Salzburg, Aus- $611.80. This fare, according to
tria. The price for a complete Air France, permits the student
session at either school is $225, to step over at various cities in
which includes the courses, Europe en route home at no additional cost.
board and lodging, local sightIn conjunction with the school
seeing programs, transfers of
group arrivals from the airport program, ETA is offering a varThe Masquers have announcto the city, and a graduation iety of extension tours in Eu- ed Feb. 28 arid March 1, 2 and
rope folowing the study sessions.
certificate.
3 as tentative dates for their annual program of cne-act plays,
For
detai 3d
information, which will be presented backEach school will hold two sessions, one in July and a repeat write for tlu ' Summer Sessions stage in McCroan Auditorium.
session in August to provide Abroad"
brochure
to
Air Two cf the three plays have alflexibility of arrangements. Both France, P. O. Box 707, New ready been chesen, "The Jewsessions will offer the same York, N. Y. 10011.
ish Wife" and "The Eavesdropper."
"The Jewish Wife," by Bertclht Brecht, concerns a young
*Wlmt U» CTOKBI 6»" • • • frucrtflloia, iruf, OTUBM nit tporlt rqulpmmM
Jewish woman in Berlin during
the rise of Hitler. "The Eavesdropper," by Robert Overstreet,
assistant professor of speech
and director cf the Masquers, is
a light comedy. Overstreet is interested in presenting original
plays written by faculty members or students.
Interested persons may contact him backstage or may see
any member of Masquers for information concerning original
plays.
University level summe.' sessions in France and Austi ia for
college students interested in the
language and history of either

Masquers Give
Tentative Dates
For LAct Plays

COLLEGE PHARMACY
Univ. Plaza

Special
NYLON
HOSE

IT'S ^

A SNAP!
Well sir, now you know all about the origins of Puerto
Rico. So get packed and get going! You'll love it! Stroll the
beaches, swim the coves, breathe the fragrance of hibiscus
and bougainvillea. And remember always that the friendly
Puerto Ricans are delighted to show you their customs,
teach you their language. Why.Tll wager you'll soon know
far more Spanish than the three basic phrases. You'll know
"Hasta la vista" which means "See you later." "Por fdvor"
which means "Please," and "El tren se pard en las estacion" which means "Your llama has eaten my passport."
*

*

*

©1966. Max Shulman

Gracias from the makers of Personna for giving our
blades such a cordial reception, and, por fdvor, how
about trying another of our luxury shaving products
— Burma Shave, regular or menthol?

2

Pair

SI.00

K/STUDY AND
REVIEW WITH
BARNES & NOBLE

COLLEGE OUTLINE
SERIES
KEYED TO YOUR TEXTS

KENAN'S
Rear of Bulloch
County Bank

Wesley Players Set
Jan. 20 For Play
The Wesley Players will present "The Second Look," a dra ,
ma written by Norah Sterling,
Jan. 20 at William James Highj
School
The play deals with the need
for all to beware lest the essentials of life be smothered under
a host of trivialities. A highly
respected couple, leaders of
their community come to the realization that they must exchange their present goals for
less showy ones when their daughter runs away from home.
The players are: Gail Callaway as the mother. Alan Mil-

ton as the father, Sarah McLaughlin as the daughter, Mike
Ayers as the son and Angela
Pinarro as the next-door neighbor.
In late March or April the
Wesley Players will present a
drama for the Woman's Society
of Christian Service in Statesboro. The play will be directed
by Libby Brannen. The assistant director will be Sidney
Jackson and stage manager will
be Nancy Waldrep.
Wesley Foundation is sponsoring the production.

George-Anne

Entertainment
AT THE EDGE

Staff Photo—Ron Moyhew

Combo Featured Nightly at Coffee House
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'Edge' Managers Plan

'Shane' Scheduled to Play
For Thursday Free Movie
This week's free movie is scheduled for Thursday night in order not to conflict with the
Theta Pi Omega Swingin' Medallions dance. "Shane," a traditicnal western starring Allan Ladd, Jean Arthur, Van
Heflin, and Brandon deWilde.
It is directed by George Stevens and is produced by Paramont Pictures.
Rancher Joe Starrett, played
by Van Heflin, hires a buckskin clad, mysterious appearing drifter (Alan Ladd) hoping
that together they will have the
courage to stand off Ryker, the
cruel, dishonest cattle baron
who is trying to steal the town.
At first, Starrett, his wife and

Broucek, Adams
Present Recital
Dr. Sterling Adams, assistant
professor of music, r>nd Dr. Jack
Broucek, professor of music,
will present a nian~ duet recital
Jan. 23 at 8:15 p.m. in the Recital Hall of the Mi"UC Building.
The concert will feature representative literature written exclusively for piano duets.
Dr. Broucek explained that
piano duets were popular during
the late 19th and 20th centuries. After this period, musicians
started using two pianos. The
piano duet features two pianists
at one piano.
The public is invited to attend
this concert.

Remodeling , Dances

9-year old son are wary of the
stranger, but they accept him
as one of the family when he
puts on his gunbelt and joins
Starrett in working the ranch.
The little boy is intrigued by
the clever newcomer.

The Edge, Statesboro's first
coffee house, has been transferred to new management, and
several changes will be made
in entertainment and arrangement of the coffee house itself.
A former gunfighter, Shane j Rhody Edwards and Jerry McCall, joint owners of the Edge
is determined to establish a I
are planning a remodeling of
new, peaceful life for himself.
the coffee house, using fish net
But circumstances won't let him
and other new equipment, inWhen open warfare against the
homesteaders is declared, Starrett sets off to kill a professional gunman. Shan's action
in this situation is surprising
as he rides away as mysterLeonard Robertson, president
iously as he came.
of Alpha Rho Tau, announced
"Southern Fair" as the theme
The film is in color and will of the 1967 Beauty Revue. The
be shown at 8 p.m. Thursday event will be held Friday, Jan.
Jan. 12.
27 in McCroan Auditorium. Ric
Mandes, director of public relations, will emcee the contest.
PLEEEASE!
Music will be provided by Dr.
The managers of "The
Jack Broucek, professor of MuEdge" request that the
sic.
person who removed the
Miss GSC contestants will atsign from in front of the
tend a reception on Olliff Hall
coffee house please return
at 2 p.m. Jan. 27. At this time,
it.
contestants will meet the judges.

Revue Theme

SPEE-DEE

eluding a Hammond organ, invites all students and faculty
which will be played during en- members to attend the dance
during or after the game Sattertainment sessions.
urday nigh with Oglethorpe ColThe entertainment roster for lege.
the coffee house will include
On Wednesday, Thursdays and
piano and organ music by Jerry
McCall and his trio on Wednes- Sundays, the Edge will be open
day through Sunday nights, with from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m., but on
other special entertainment fea- Friday-and Saturday the coffee
tures scheduled for various house will be open from 8 p.m.
to midnight and will feature ennights in the week
tertainment such as poetry
readings and various folk singBeginning this week, and con- ers and groups.
tinuing each Friday or SaturEdwards and McCall announday night, the Edge will sponced
that the Edge is open on
sor a dance featuring Jerry McCall and a prominent, nation- Monday and Tuesday nights for
ally known vocalist. The dance private parties. Groups wishing
for this week will be held on to rent the coffee house should
Saturday night. Edward McCall contact the managers at thej
Edge.

Q - Stik
Enjoyable Recreation
All New Brunswick
Tables
45 East Main — Statesboro, Ca.

Dry Cleaners and Shirt Laundry
• Drive-in Window
• Very Close to Campus
• Night Depository
• Quick Service

t*m*

J & J FABRICS
University Piaza Shopping Center
WOOL Reg. 2.98 to 3.98 NOW 2.50 Yd.
WOOL HINT and CHALLIS PRINTS

weach for BOBBINS
, QUALITY
MEATS

leg. 4.50 to 5.50 NOW 3.88 Yd.
KETTLE CLOTH reg. 1.98 and 2.49 NOW 1.50Yd.

Notions and Yarn
Alterations

^M
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Business Group
Reveal Plans
To Hold Auction

Staff Photo

TV GUESTS EXAMINE MAGAZINE AD
(L-R) Dr. Howard, Diane Lansford, Thomas Wright

Howard, 2 Students
Are on SavannahTV
Dr. Cecil Howard, associate professor of marketing, accompanied by Diane Lansford
and Thomas Wright, appeared
on WSAV-TV in Savannah Wednesday.
They were the guests of CurtAvery, emcee of "Three for the.
Show," an open discussion program. Dr. Howard discussed
general topics in the filed of
advertising and voiced his opinions on present day commercials. "The basic objectives of
advertising is to inform the consumer as to what is available
for sale. Commercials do this,
however, they also try to persuade the buyer to purchase a
specific brand," said Howard.
Diane Lansford and Thomas
Wright discussed advertising
campaigns which they had done
as marketing projects last quarter. Their programs were chosen as the best from Dr. How-

ard's marketing classes. They
related the type of campaign
which they had worked out and
told what inspired them to
choose their particular topics.
Dr. Howard said, "Miss Lansford and Mr. Wright's ads were
chosen because they were" extremely efficient and outstanding in creativity."
Last year, Dr. Howard's classes went on a field trip to Savannah where they toured the
television station, a newspaper
plant and a paper mill. Howard
talked with Avery during this
visit and Avery expressed his
interest in doing quarterly tele
vised interviews of marketing
students. As a result, a program
evolved where two members of
marketing classes, showing outstanding creativity, would be
interviewed by Avery on the
program.

Phi Beta Lambda, professional business organization, is making plans for an auction to be
held Jan. 31, from 8 p.m. un-til 10 p.m., according to Beverly
Berthelot president.
The items to be auctioned are
being donated by local merchants and will be on display
Jan. 28,30,31, at a place to be
announced later. At the display,
anyone wishing to bid on an'
item will have the chance to
do so.
On Jan. 3i WWNS radio station will broadcast the auction
from 8 p.m. until 10 p.m. The
highest bid at the display will
be the opening price of each
item. Anyone wishing to bid
higher than the origional offer
may call the radio station and
place his bid. The merchandise
will be delivered the same night
it is auctioned.
The purpose of the auction
is to promote friendly relations
between the college and the
local merchants and to raise
money for projects planned by
Phi Beta Lambda.

Delta Pi Alpha
Elects Officers,
Taps Members
Officers for Delta Pi Alpha
were elected for winter quarter at a meeting, Jan. 11
The new officers are: Richard
McBride, president; Al Bostick,
vice-president; Kent Dykes, recording secretary; Bob Smith,

JANUARY

Organizations
News
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16(H) Students
Get Financial Aid
A breakdown of all students which amount to a total of $250,Education
Opportunity
who are on scholarship or loan 000.
programs has been released by jGrdnts are utilized by 229 stuBen G. Waller, director of place- dents and the total amount afforded their students is about
ment and student aid.
According to Waller there are $32,000.
approximately 1600 stude*nts as- The State Scholarship Comsociated
with
scholarships mission has granted $8,500 to 11
loans, grants or work program' graduates here who plan to beutilizing a sum of about $1,015, come college teachers. A loan
program administered by the
500.00.
There are 31 students on Re- Georgia Higher Education AsCorporation
loaned
gents Scholarships, using a to sistance
tal of $14,950. The Georgia St-'.ic $215,000 to 270 student. The work
Teachers Scholarship procrari program employs 425 students
helps finance the education cf and pays out a total of $96,000
191 students here by payin; annually. Another work program, administered by the fedthem a total of $14,950.
Three hundred seventy-six eral government, employs 70
students are receiving National students and pays out about
Defense Education Act loans, $28,000.
Other scholarships, loans and
corresponding secretary; BiD grants processed in the office of
Dekle, treasurer; Leonard Col- Placement and Student Aid deal
lins, sargeant-at-arms, and Carl with about $200,000.
Lockwood, chaplin.
Waller said. "So far, we have
New members of Delta Pi Al- not had to turn down anyone
pha for the winter quarter are who scught financial help in the
Bill Ramsey, Cecil Waters, form of a scholarship, loan, or
Chester Swan, Glenn Lovelace, work who needed it. We were
Ronnie White, Rodney Walker, fortunate to have enough monDickey Braun and Gary Stough. ey to help those who qualified."

In STATESBORO

Shop Friday and Saturday For Big Savings
Ladies Sportswear

Mens Fall Suits

• Sweaters, Skirts, Blouses

• Entire Fall Stock

• Entire Fall Stock

• Sizes 36 to 46

• Values to $22.00

Vz

• Values to $70.00

Ladies Fall Dresses

Mens Sweaters

• Large Group

• Select Group

• Junior and Misses Sizes

• Cardigan and Pullover

• Values to $24.99

Vz

Vz

PRICE

PRICE

Vz

• Values to $14.00

PRICE

Ladies Fall Suits

PRICE

Mens Slacks

• Entire Fall Stock

• Select Group

• Many Styles and Colors

• Casual and Dress

• Vahes to $45.00

Vz

PRICE

• Values to $14.00

Vz
PRICE

■^^^^HH
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Homecoming Display
Rules Set by Congress
The Social Activities Committee of the Student Congress
hag issued a memo to presidents of all campus organizations relating to plans for the
traditional homecoming displays, according to Larry Duncan,
1st, vice-president.

The Homecoming Committee 4. All displays will be comhas set down a list of seven pleted by Friday, 5 p.m., Jan.
rules governing the procedure 27, and must remain intact durthat the organizations must fol- ing the entire weekend.
low when planning a display. 5. Displays will be judged beThe rules are as follows
tween 9 and 10 a.m. Saturday.
1. Homecoming displays will They will be judged, in order,
be limited to the park area of on originality, theme continuithe front campus, and the front ty, construction, general appearof the Carruth Building and the ance and design.
area in front of the Williams 6. Organizations sponsoring
center.
displays will be responsible for
2. Displays should attempt to clearing their display from the
out the theme of Home- park area by 10 a.m., Monday,
David Dunn,
membership carry
coming.
Jan 30.
chairman of KDX, has announc7. The winning organization
ed that the fraternity will be- 3. Displays should be built
gin a pledge period this quar- out of durable material to with- will be presented the traditionter with an open smoker Tues- stand any adverse weather that al trophy which they will keep
day at 7:30 p.m. in the Williams might occur during the week- for the coming year.
end.
,| Display space will be deterCenter.
mined by a race Wed., Jan. 25
to begin at 6 p.m. from the
front of the Williams Center.
Each organization planning to
enter a display must send a
representative to the race. At
a designated time the runners
The new college directory
'A limited number of the stucompiled and published by Del dent directorys has been print will race for prime display ata Sigma Pi. fraternity, will go ed and we urge everyone to pur reas.
Any organization wishing furon sale Monday, according to chase theirs as soon as possi
ther information
concerning
Managing Editor Jack Jones. ble," remarked Jones.
Homecoming displays is asked
It will include a complete list
to contact *Robin Olmstead in
ing of all faculty members,
I the< Student Congress office.
their home address and telephone number, the classificalargest and most colorful Hometion, home address, college adcoming parage ever held." Haddress and phone number of all
jden also emphasized that enstudents, a list of PBX numbers
tries from organizations desirfor all residence halls, a basing to enter a unit should be
ketball and baseball schedule,
submitted to KDX by Jan 21.
and a complete calendar of Kappa Delta Chi, newly form- Organizations which have not
events for the college.
ed service fraternity, is spon- received entry blanks may obThe directory was origionally soring the 1967 Homecoming tain them from Hadden.
planned to be released Jan. 9 Parade in conjunction with Stu- A trophy to be presented by
but due to an extensive amount ent Congress according to the fraternity, will be awarded
of] errors by the publisher, it Gordon Turner, vice-president. to the best float of the parade.
had to be returned for revision. The parade will be held Sa- A panel of judges, selected by411 information for the direc- turday, Jan. 28, at 2:30 p.m. KDX from the citizens of Statestory was collected by the frater- Chairman Harold Hadden said, boro, will review the floats and
nity brothers and handed over to '"Plans are underway for the select a winner.
an editing committee. The data
was fed into a computer where
it was arranged alphabetically.
Tommy Whitten served as editor, Jack Jones was managing
editor, and Tommy Washburn
held the position of advertising
:¥*3
editor. Washburn will also be in
charge of sales.
"serving Statesboro and Bulloch County'
The directory, to be sold in
the lobby of the Williams Cenl , St
9 South Mam
ter, will consist of a total of lw«.Sw!
. !.r.
Statesboro
88
100 pages and will cost 75 cento

KDX Fraternity
Slates Smoker

Student Directory Is Delayed

Goes on Sale Monday by Delta Sis

New KDX Group

Announces Plans
For Homecoming

Staff Photo

EASY NOW, PUSH, QUICK!
Hodges Gives Willis a Boost for an Illegal Swim

Rotary to Honor Hodges, Willis
Robert Willis and Jay Hodges have been named Rotary
students of the wrrk, according
to James Stapleton, president
of Student Congress.
Willis, a senior health and
physical education major from
Columbus, is president of Phi
Epsilon Kappa and has participated in intramural basketball and football.
Hodges, a sophomore English
major from Palmetto, is a member of the basketball team.
Willis and Hodges will be presented to the Rotary Club at

a luncheon Monday at Bryant's
Kitchen, at 12:30 p.m.

Smoker Planned
Delta Sigma Pi, international business fraternity, will hold
a smoker at The Chateau, Tuesday, Jan. 17, at 8 p.m.
This meeting is for all male
business and ecomonics majors
who are interested in becoming
members of Delta Sigma Pi.
They will have the opportunity to meet the officers and
fraternity brothers and to become acquainted with he general purposes of the organization.

The Stafesboro
Telephone Co.

JOHNSON'S MINIT
MART
"Where You Run Out Of
Something Run Out To ^ssibisO
The Minit Mart"
:

DAIRY QUEE
and Brazier
Delicious Charbroiied
Brazier Burgers

Any game is more fun with ice-cold Coke on hand. Coca-Cola has the taste you
never get tired of... always refreshing. That's why things go better with Coke...
after Coke... after Coke.

UNIVERSITY PLAZA
•MM

mtm »• MkM*r 1 iw c«fCri« Ci«pmy hp tonurs HAMf KM*

STATESBORO COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

(mG%
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Oglethorpe To Battle Eagles
m

Carter Is New

(Seorge-Arme

Petrel Coach

I Special Photi

Currie Studios

SEELEY (25) TRIES FOR REBOUND
Eagle Guard Ken Szotkiewicz

Awaits Loose Ball

It will storm in the Hanner
Gymnasium Saturday night.
The Stormy Petrels of Oglethorpe College, among Southern's most bitter rivals, are
due here at 8 p.m. They are
here for revenge for last year's
80-94 loss to tne Strong-Going
Eagles.
Oglethorpe is presently ranked 20th nationally by the UP1
Board of Coaches, and after the
first 10 games of their season
they'have posted a 9-1 record.
Sixteen times Southern has
played Oglethorpe, 11 of these
concests have ended with Eagle
victories.
Last year though, Oglethorpe
•posting a 22-6 record, gave
Southern one of its six losses.
That was in Atlanta in the first
game of 1966, when the Petrels
stormed by Southern to win,
71-67.
Basketball Coach Garland Pinholster has since last season
left the Petrels to pursue a doctor's degree at Louisiana State
University. Bill Carter has taken over where Pinholster left
off.
Doug Alexander, 6-2, 165pound gtSard from Doraville,
will lead the Oglethorpe attack
on the Eagles. So far in the
season Alexander is high scorer with a 15.7 average. Other
likely starters are 6-1 Earl
Blair, 6-5 J. P. Bruzek, 6-1
Roger Littell and 6-5 Jerry
Sams.

Rebels Upset Southern

SPORTS
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Bohman
Stuns Guilford
The Eagles out-rallied Guil-1 ped into the lead, but Rose put
ford College, 75-74, Tuesday1 Southern ahead for good, 48-46.
night in Greensboro, N. C. to This was Southern's third onepocket a two-game road trip | point win.
and return home with a 9-6 recBob Kaufman, the Guilford's
ord.
6-8 center was high scorer for
Bob Bohman, a sophomore re- the night with 23 points, followserve, proved his talent by ed by Bob Bregard's 18.
swishing the nets for 11 points 9 coming in the second half.
The Eagles began slow and
were trailing 7-0 before finding
the range. A rally accounting
for 11 consecutive points put
Southern ahead, 18-13. The Eagles went into the half with a
38-28 lead.
A second half 2-2-1 whole
court press by the Quakers stunned , Southern as Guilford slipGSC — GUILFORD
75-74 (38-28)
GSC
FG

FT

PF

RB

Seeley

12-8

2-1

2

Jordan

4-2

1-0

4

15
3

0

4

Miller

2-2

3-2

4

6

I

6

Szotkiewicz
Rose
Christiansen
Bohman

2500 See Valdosta Snap Win from Eagle Beat

AST TP
3

17

16-8

3-0

3

6

7

16

21-8

5-4

0

2

0-0

1-1

3

20
1

11-5

4-1

5
4

5
0

8

2

11

18

75

Team

4

TOTALS

66-33 19-9

22

48

4

By DAN STILES
Assistant Sports Editor
The rebelling Rebels from
Valdosta refused to accept a
come-back attempt by Southern and rallied in the last few
minutes of the game to defeat
the Eagles, 68-61 Saturday night.
2500 fans witnessed Southern's
first loss at home.
The Rebels leaped to a 8-0
lead before Barry Miller sank
a long shot at the head of the
circle to put the Eagles on the
scoreboard. Valdosta stretched
the lead to ten points, and
Southern pulled to within seven
before intermission, 27-34.
The Eagles, who had been in
a man-to-man defense the first
half, switched to 1-3-1 defense
in the second. It was not long
before Southern started blocking shots, stealing passes, and
scoring baskets. The Eagles'
rally was cut short when Jumping-Jack Robert Jordan and
Miller fouled out. Southern then
lost their five-point lead and
the game.
GSC 61-68

points a piece. Tough Bryan GUTLFOI ID
Jimmy Kose managed "only Phillips played a large part in
74-28 27-18 19 50 19 74
15 points" against a tight "Rose the Valdost victory by excellent Total Poin ts: Kauffman 23, Bregard 18,
Fellers 12, Moriarty 12, Motsinger 5, Aldefens" although he was high defense and effective rebound- j len 2, Gaylord 2, Brooks, Atkinson. High
ing.
scorer for the Eagles. Jim Seel
I Rebounder: Fellers 12.
ey, with his long, high-arched
jumpers pushed 13 points
through the hoop, cksely fol
lowed by Ken Szothicwicz' 12
and Jordan's II. Sophomore
g
The
Ea es
Bob Bohman added to the de> f™
^ v, I teCOnd half de_
g'
^in changed
fensive punch and cank two fense and hct shootmg pushed from a man-to-man to a zone in
important foul shots to knot the Southern Eagles into the the second half and turned their
winning column with a 91-76 vie- 43-40 advantage at intermission
the game 51-51 at one time
Leading the Rebels' 52-field tory over Wtain-tfon Monday at int0 a quick 10 points.
goal percentage was Mike Terry \V1lm1n3ton, N. C.
and Bob Lamphier with 16
Southern's rhrting was the
bsst it has be n ill season. Husky Jim Seeley whose shooting began where it left off in the Valdosta game, shot a remarkable
100 per cent of his nine field
'goal attempts and added to his
achievements by scrambling
away 10 rebounds.
Jimmy Rose rambled with a
31-point effort to gain the scoring honors for the night. Ken
Szotkiewicz was consistent in his
shooting and sank 19 points.
"Soc" was followed by Robert
Jordan with 12.

VALDOSTA
(27-34)
FT.

PF

RB

TP

5
2

8

11

14

13

5-5
2-2

2

3

5

7

Jordan

8-5

7-3

See ley

8-5

7-3 .

Rose

15-5
15-5

Szotkiewicz
Miller

31

3

6

§; Jan. 14 - Oglethorpe - 8 p.m. —HeraB

6

2

0

0-0

1

1

1

0

Jan. 18 -Mercer - 8 p.m.

2

ii.

0
61

21

- Carson-Newman

Carmichael

1-0

Here

Bhoman

3-2

0-0

2

i

1

1

4

HeJm
Team

1-0

0-0

1

0

1

0

72-43 11-5

24

2
41

26

91

12

40

17

76

JV BASKETBALL

68

hier 16, Bryan Phillips 12, Ron Fortner 9,
Gwendell McSwain 8, Ben Bates 7, Jimmy
Bryan

6
19

1

I

Phillips

-

Her,-:

Jan. 18 - Mercer |V

Ht

Ian. 21 South Georgia

Hce-

_

WILMINGTON

Total Point-: Mike Terry 16, Bob Lamp-

Rebounder:

2
7

3

VALDOSTA

High

8
2

Miller

Jan. 1-i ^ Oglethorpe Frosh

Dorsett.
14.

12

4-1

0

38

1

0-0

0

18

6

Rose
23-15
Christiansen
1-0

1-0

28-16

2-2

VARSITY BASKETBALL!

0-0

50-26

19

10-5

15
12

Christiansen
Gregory

40

3

Jordan

AST TP

4

8

0

11

0-0

5
2

20

3

PF RB

2-1

5
1

0-0

3-1

6-3

1-0

21-13

FG
9-9

FT

Seeley

17-9

2-2

0-0

For the visitors, Jimmy Hall
was top scorer with 22 points
followed by Frank Bau's 18. Bau
was high rebounder for Wilmington with 9.
GSC — WILMINGTON
91-76 (43-40)
GSC

Szotkiewicz

4-0

60-24

1 MORE BASKETBALL |
1 .
Page 14

What's Happening?!

10-4

TOTALS

The Eagle's percentage the
first half was .56, but the determined Eagles were not satisfied
and blazed the nets for .64 the
second half to finish the night
with a praise-worthy .60.

5
4

Bohman

0
1

Southern Still Beats Guilford.

Rose Paces Eagle Victory

GSC
FG

BREGARD SCORES 18

61 -27 34-22
Total

Speciol Photo—Currie Studios

MILLER RUNS . . . MILLER JUMPS
Valdosta Rebels Surround Tall, Lanky Eagle Center

GYYMNASTICS
The Citadel .__;„.._
Auburn ._.

|
Here|

Auburn, AJa.l

Points:

immy Hall 22 , Frank
Bau 18, Butch Budd 12, Jim Braxton 16,
Wayne King 8, Jerry Martin 4, Wayne
Johnson 2, Jerry Iron. High Rebounder:
Bau 9.
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Gymnasts Take Pride in Work
Squad Includes EigJit Members
By TOM KING
Swinging, jumping, tumbling, pulling, sweating, grunting, (
flipping and falling. The Southern gymnastics team is beginning-;
a new campaign with eight gymnasts providing the color and
action and Two-Year Coach Ron Oertley providing the guiding
light to victory.
Two seniors ,two juniors and sical education major from Sar
four freshmen make up the dis, is a three-year man on the
eight gymnasts who will carry team. "Dave's speciality is free
the load throughout the season. exercise and he will also work
Coach Oertley refers to the on the parallel bars," said Oerteight members of the team as ley. According to Oertley, Ogles"a group of determined indivi- by is a hard worker but has
duals who take pride in their no high school background.
COACH OERTLEY
work and are always striving "Dave has made vast improveHe Hopes Much of Season to improve their routines and ment over the last two years
stunts."
and has done it all on his own,"
David Oglesby, a senior phy- commented Oertley.
The second senior is Joe Lumpkin, a business administration
major from Warner Robins, who
is beginning his third season as
an Eagle gymnast. Lumpkin
competes in three events, the
still rings, the trampoline and
the parallel bars. Joe is the
HARRISON DEMONSTRATES CROSS
number one performer for GSC
Freshman Gymnast Is Valuable Squad Member AH Around
on the trampoline. "Joe has imBy BJORN KJERFVE
proved his difficulty on both
Sports Editor
the rings and the p-bars and tential to be an all-around man
does a real fine job as our if he had had gymnastics in
trampoline man," said Oertley. high school. "Denny is presnt ship was Danny Harrison, freshman from Atlanta. He was also
Jimmy Kirkland, a junior
physical education major from ly concentrating his efforts on the state high school still rings
It's time for the basketball game of the year. Ogle- Glennville, is the number two the side horse. He will begin and parallel bars champ. According to Oertley, he has inthorpe Stormy Petrels will visit us Saturday night. man in the long horse vault work later on the parallel bars, creased
his difficulty in all of
When they come here, they come to beat us. They al- and the sidehorse. Jimmy is a th ehigh bar and free exercise. his exents and his strongest ones
two-year man who Coach Oert- Davis is a ward worker but
ways want to. Sometimes they manage to, sometimes le ysays is "continuing to im- does not have enough time to are the rings and the p-bars.
not. This time tough Garland Pinholster, the Petrels' prove and would be a lot bet- develop into an all - around GSC also has the state high
commented Coach Oert- school high bar champion in
legendary coach, no longer is there to give his boys ter if he had had any high man,"
Rodney Chandler, also a fresh-,
ley.
school experience."
inspiration. Therefore the Eagles may have a slight From Orlando, Fla. is Den- Gary Barnett, freshman from man from Atlanta. "Chandler
edge when playing their arch rivals. I hope so anyway. ny Davis, a two-year gymnast Atlanta, took the state all- works on the high bar and the
p-bars and wil leventually bewho is a junior majoring in around championship. His best
gin work on free exercise,"
physical education. According events include free exercise, commented Oertley.
to Oertley, Davis has the po- high bar, trampoline, parallel
Ron Freeman, a freshman
bars and vaulting. "For us he
Once Upon a Time There Was ...
from Atlanta, rounds out the
will be our all-around man and
eight members of the squad.
will compete in all seven He is the number one side horse
said Oertley.
Talking about legends, I once heard a little story.
man and according to Oertley
BELL RINGS AGAIN events,"
Placing second to Barnett in has a lot of potential.
Like all stories it may not be true.
the state all-around championThere once was this school that had an ugly masThe thunderous voice of the
cot; a Buddha. Everybody there just loved it; they even | Victory Bell once again could
heard across campus
worshipped it. It helped the school to win basketball be
Monday night when the Eagames. And still it was only an ugly, gold-colored, 185- I gle cagers defeated Wilming' ton. That was the first time
pound, paper-mache Buddha covered with cement.
in more than 10 months the
But the students loved it till one dark December bell
spoke.
The GSC gymnastics squad [Citadel tomorrow at 2 p.m. in
night two years ago some nasty people stole it; during
will
host the Bulldogs of the the Alumni Gym in the initial
the annual tournament even. Many saw it, but none
,'home meet of the season.

B. J. ON
SPORTS

Gymnasts To Open
Season with Citadel

recognized the thiefs. No one ever saw the ambulance
driver's face, and the others were just shadows in the
dark.
During the wild 120-mile-an-hour chase on the big
road the fast ambulance left the chasing student cars
behind.
Everyone at the school grieved for weeks, for
months. They searched here, they searched there, they
searched at Belmont Abby. But nowhere could they
find their beloved Buddha.

According to Coach Ron Oertley, the boys are ready physically and mentally for the meet
and in Oertley's words, "if they
want the win they will work
hard to get it."
Gary Barnett, freshman from
Atlanta, will, be the all-around
man for the Eagles. He will
participate in all seven events.
Barnett's speciality is the free
exercise. Danny Harrison, also
from Atlanta, will be working
four events for Southern. "Danny's strongest events are the
still rings and the parallel bars
but he also will compete in the
free exercise and the long horse
vault," said Oertley.
Performing on the high bar,
parallel bars and the long horse

They Just Loved Their Buddha
How the story ended? It hasn't ended. You see,
they are still searching, and they will search when they
come here Saturday.
A little bird the other day whispered something
in my ear.
"The Buddha broke his neck, but his spirit still
lives. You can find him at midnight when the moon is
full, if you go off 301 towards the fishing village not
far from here. There where the road crosses Ogeechee
Rrver, you can see the Buddha 1 o o k i n g up at you
through the 10-foot deep, brown water."
And they just loved their Buddha, but do thev
J
remember . . . ?

vault will be Rodney Chandler.
Ron Freeman will handle the
chores as the number one sidehorse man with Jimmy Kirkland and backing Freeman.
Kirkland will also participate in
;Stoff Photo—Bjorn Kjerfve

JIMMY KIRKLAND FLIES HIGH
Altitude, Form, Flight, Control Are Musts on Long Horse

the trampoline as well as the
still rings while David Oglesby
will compete in free exercise
and the p-bars.
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Cage Squad Adds Center
Miller Brings Board Boom to Southern Starters
By DAN STILES
Assistant Sports Editor

ped into the spotlight when introductions are made at the

basketball game, is Georgia
Barry Miller, who has never Southern's hope for "solving
played organized basketball be- some of our problems," accordfore and who has recently step- ing to Coach J. B. Scearce Jr.

Stiles Named
Asst. Sports Ed.

One of these problems is rebounding in which the Eagles
have been at a disadvantage.
But now when a 6-1 y2 center
from Galwa, 111. walks on the
court, spectators can be sure
that he will fit in well with the
other fighting Eagles."Miller is not real heavy for
his size, but he shoots well and
has good speed for a big kid,"
said Coach Jack Milam, who

found Miller on a trip up North.
However, Milam knew Miller
previously. They had played
Stiles is a one-year Southern some "unorganized ball' toDan Stiles, a junior English
gether.
major from Thomaston, has varsity tennis player and letterOff the court, Miller seems
been appointed assistant sports man. He is a member- of the
editor of the George-Anne for S-Club. At Robert E. Lee In- rather quiet, but when he dons
a eager uniform, his spirit
■winter, quarter.
stitute in Thomaston he played builds up and his energy is untwo years of varsity basketball loosed.
as guard. During his senior
Just the other night against
year he was named MVP and
Valdosta, when elbows were
made the 4-AAA All Star Team. being slung and players being
Before coming to Southern,
pushed, Miller held his ground
Stiles attended Emory at Ox- well. Even when he received a
ford one year.
"busted lip," he refused to give
Sports writers this quarter will up. At the halftime he rushed
be Tom King, a junior English to the hospital to have himself
doctored so that he could lend
major from Macon and Allan his talents to a battling Eagle
Kelly, a freshman from Mil- squad in the second half too.
ledgeville.
The future looks bright in basketball for Barry Miller, for "he
is just a freshman, and he is
just learning," commented
Scearct. It is commendable that
he is helping solve some of our'
problems.
The Freshmen Citadel Bulldogs behind the rampant right
arm of Willie Taylor outclassed
the Baby Eages, 94-65, in the
The Junior arsity Cagers will
preliminary game Wednesday. host the Freshmen teams of
Fouls and poor shooting ham- Oglethrope Jan. 14, and Mercer
pered the Southerners in their Jan. 18, prior to the varsity
attempt for victory, They foul- games.
ed 28 times and had a field
The Baby Eagles are fresh
goal percentage of 28.
from a victory over the South
For the Eagles, Don Roberts Georgia Trade School and will
was high scorer with 12 followed be ready to test their 2-3 reby Darrell Wise and Bob John- cord.
DAN STILES
son, both 10. For the vistors.
He Is Assistant Sports Ed.
Taylor's fancy-dan play and

Citadel Sinks
Southern JV

JV To Play Twice

scoring resulted in 40 points.

Eagles To ClawBears

Intramural basketball swings
into action Jan. 16 at 8:30 p.m.
,when the Rebels meet the Jayhawks (court 1) and the Bulldogs meet Delta Sigma Pi
(court 2). At 9:30 the Vandals

Valdosta Victory Is
First for Rebels
"They put the ball through
"It's a great feeling," smiled Valdosta Basketball Coach the basket more times than we
Gary Colson after the Rebels did," Coach J. B. Scearce explained.
Saturday victory.
"I never thought we could
Scearce was far from pleased.
beat J. B. Scearce: It's the first
victory we've ever had," he "Every time they threw up the
said happily.
foul shots they got it back. We
would have been better off if
"I'll tell you", he continued, they had made 'em," he said.
"coming up here the boys said,
they'd rather beat Georgia
Although Southern got two
Southern than any other team more rebounds then Valdosta
on our schedule."
Colson thought, "the difference
was on the backboards. We had
What did you think when the the rebounders. Phillips was
Eagles lead 47-51 and 61-56?
exceptional."
"I told them, your'e going to
What will happen when Southbe blown out of the gym if you
don't do something," Colson ern travels to Valdosta Thursday two weeks? "We won't do
said.
anything different," Colson said.
Obviously the Rebels did
something. But what?
KJERFVE

The fledglings were able to
win because of their smooth
playing that has not been present in their other games this
season. Floor mistakes were not
as many and this helped the
Eagles' victory. Their record
now stands at 2-3.

PEK Leads IM Race

play the Raiders (court 2), the
Bombers play the Rouges (court
1).
On Jan. 17, at 8:30 p.m. the
Underdogs tangle with t h e
Hawks (court 1) and SEX
meets DPA (court 2). At 9:30
p.m., the Falcons duel the Happy Homes (No. 1) and the Unexpecteds collide with Phi EK
(No. 2).
On the 19th of Jan. at 8:30
p.m. the Blue Ribbons meet
Day Students (No. 1) and the
Roadrunners run against APO
(No. 2). At 9:30 p.m. the
Rogues engage the Jay Hawks
(No. 1), and the Vandals challenge Delta Sigma Pi (No. 2).

New 6-8 Cager (43) Adds Height; Debutes against Citadel

The Baby Eagles with consistent play swooped down upon
South Georgia Trade School and
outlasted them, 77-73, here Saturday night in the preliminary
game.
Freshman Darrell Wise sparked the Eagles' win with his 18
ponts. Mike McDuffie sank 16,
Don Abel had 13, and Bob Borgbom swished 12, for the visitors, Phillips was high with 20.

Intramurals Start
Coach Exley, who heads the
intramural program, said that
he plans to open the Hanner
Gym every Saturday between
2 and 5 p.m. for student use.

BARRY MILLER STRETCHES FOR BALL

Consistent JV Wins

The Mercer Bears from Ma- team will "have inexperienced
con travel to Statesboro Wed- depth, arid height should be a
nesday to meet the Eagles at
problem, because the roster lists
8 p. m.
only two players at 6.5".
The Bears return only four
lettermen for a team which
Last year the Eagles defeated
posted a 13-10 record last sea- Mercer twice; by 12 points at
and by 18 points in Mason. From a glance, the '66-'67 home
con.

Intramural competition for
winter quarter kicked off this
week with a variety of activities.
Basketball is the major sport
this quarter

Special Photo—Currie Studios

Speciol Photo—Currie Studios

GRAB THAT BALL!
Jordan (24)^ Lamphier Battle

Phi Epsilon Kappa is leading
the race for the intramural trophy, James Stapleton, assistant
director of intramurals, revealed last night.
PEK has 30 points followed by
the Hawks, 21; the Rhodents 20;
Sigma Epsilon Chi 15; and the
Bulldogs 5. This is the standing
after fall quarter activities
which include flag football, volleyball and cross country running.
Basketball, table tennis and
badminton, count towards trophy points this quarter, and in
the spring softball, tennis and
one or two more sports will
count. The team having a high
total at the end of spring is the
winner.

Basketball action starts Monday, while badminton and table
tennis will be organized after
homecoming.
The officiating of the basketball games will be handled by
Delta Sig, DPA, APO, SEX, and
PEK. A total of 90 games will
be played in the two leagues.
Each team gets 20 starting
points. A win adds three points,
a tie adds one point, and a forfeit subtracts three points from
the starting 20.
The games will be played in
16 minute halves with running
clock, and a team is entitled to
three time outs each half.
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Mabry Earns Ph.D.
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Kemp Mabry, assistant professor of education, received his
Doctor of Philosophy Degree in
education at the December graduation -ceremonies of Florida
State University, Tallahassee,
Florida. The degree was conferred by Dr. John E. Champion,
president of Florida State.
Dr. Mabry is a graduate of
, Georgia Tech, and also holds

I Effective immediately the college dining hall
will open at 5 p.m. and close at 6 p.m. on |
1 Friday evenings, according to Mrs. Mae Webb,
dietician. The change, she said, is due to the g Davis Announces
i relatively small number of persons eating |
Testing Schedule
during the period from 6 p.m. until 6:45 p.m.
I on the present schedule.
The testing schedule for winwmm mmmmmmm mmmmmmm
ter quarter was announced this

degrees from Mercer University
and Georgia Southerri.
Prior to joining the GSC faculty, he taught high school French
and mathematics, served as a
school counselor, and as direc-

Dr. Henderson
Attends Regents
Meet, Is TV Guest

President Zach S. Henderson
was in Atlanta this week for
what he termed a two-purpose
trip. Tuesday, Jan. 10, he was
the guest of Ruth Kent on her
KEMP MABRY
program "Today in Georgia" on
Receives Doctorate
week by Larry Davis, admin- WSB Television.
istrative assistant to the Dean of
Discussion centered around
Students.
The winter quarter testing Georgia Southern College and tor of guidance services. He is a
program will include: National its building program. Dr. Hen- native of Marietta, Ga.
Teacher Examination, Jan, 8 derson illustrated his remarks
Dr. Mabry's study which led
and March 18; College Entrance with a series of slides.
to the Ph.D. degree was "a
Examination Board Scholastic
Wednesday, President Hender- comparison of two measured
Aptitude Test, Jan. 14; Gradson attended the regular meet- ability groups of Georgia teachuate Study in Business, Feb. 4;
ers with respect to factors inGeorgia and United States His- ing of the State Board of Re- fluencing their decisions to engents.
"College
presidents
from
tory and Constitution tests, Feb.
ter the teaching profession." Dr.
9; Law School Admission Test, throughout the state are invited W. Earl Armstrong, former diFeb. 11, and Institutional Col- to Regents''meetings from time rector of the National Council
lege Entrance
Examination, to time," he explained, adding for the Accreditation of Teacher
that development and growth of
Feb. 28 and March 11.
Education, served as directing
In addition to these tests, the college would be a prime professor.
discussion
topic.
Davis said that the Miller Analogies test will be given on request to those students who wish
to take it. The American College Testing program will also
be administered in February,
but no exact date has been released.
for your every need
Testing services of the Student Personnel Office were explanded during fall quarter to
include the Junior English Examination for Business majors.
Davis said the English department requested that the office
administer a standard English
examination to busines majors
SAM LEVENSON AND DR. 'BRO'
to supplement the themes which
are graded by members of the
Award Winning Author Laughs with GSC Music Prof
2 Seibald Street
language division faculty. Prior
to fall quarter, students were
********
graded solely on their performance in writing themes. Davis
said that 58 persons were given
the standard portion of the test.
Any student wishing further
information concerning testing
The Association of College b~st seller "Everything But may contact Davis in the stuand University Managers includ- Money" autographed a copy of dent Personnel Office.
es college reDresentatives from his book for Dr. Broucek.
throughout th-? United States,
Mexico, and Puerto Rico. At this
Announces An
conference, college representatives discussed comin« attracEnd of the Season
tions and scheduled events for
Sale
the colleges.
and

INSURANCE
764-2100

Lee Insurance Agency

Broucek Represents College

T~"

At New York Music Convention

Statesboro Gun
Exchange

BRAGG'S BILLIARDS

Dr. Jack Broucek, professor
of music, represented the college at the 10th Annual Conference cf the Asscciaticn of College and University Concert
Mangers in New York City on
Dec. 11.

SPORTS CENTER
STUDENTS WELCOMED

Quality Pistols and Revolvers

East Main Street

Cleaning Supplies
Gun Cases and Holsters

At the conference, an autograph and cocktail partv was
scenscred by th° Harry Walker

ATTENTION
Welcome To The
SNACK BAR
Special This Week
Coke dud
Hamburger
35c

Lecture and Management Bnraau, at the Empire State Building in New York City. Television humorist and personality
Sam Levenson. author of the

GERRALD'S
BARBER SHOP
1 W- Main St.

Barbeque

"Heads We Win"
Beneath
BulWh County Bank

New and Used Rifles-

25c

Located In The Student Center
!

Rifle and Pistol Cartridges
In Any Caliber
Collector Items
Knives and Bayonets

OFF
10 — 15%
36 East Main — Statesboro, Georgia

,

#mtttpnt< $*U*
Jean Strickland likes to play chess . . .
and cards too. An avid bridge player she
says she is "captivated" with any card
game. A junior home economics major
from Waycross, she lists her other interests as dancing and singing. The newest feather in her cap? She was recently
named the new sweetheart of Kappa
Delta Chi service fraternity.

Staff Photos—Ron Mayhew
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'/z Pound Rib Eye

*1.19
With Baked Potato
and Tossed Salad
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Meal Tickets At Discount
Call 764-5114

LET US PLAN YOUR
PARTY OR BANQUET

1

